
2008 North American
Champions

Sampson/Smith
Portable Fun Box

By Scott Irwin, Team Iball

A s I reflect on the re-
cent T-Ten North
American Champion-

ship hosted by Chicago’s
Corinthian Yacht Club in
Montrose Harbor, I submit
the following event commen-
tary for your review.

The Logistics

Transporting a 10,000 lb
boat with 13’4” clearance
was not as difficult of an
activity as I had thought.
Previous transports efforts
were handled by my old part-
ner, Dan Thomas and his
boys at Thomas Steel. Once
the boat and trailer are se-
cured for towing, I found the
driving of the vehicle to not
be as nerve racking as I ex-
pected. This is with the pos-
sible exception of driving
down Addison at 7:00pm
coinciding with the first pitch
of the Cubs game at Wrigley,
you can image the stares we
got from the slightly intoxi-
cated pedestrians.

The Sailing

I have been at this regatta
thing for over 30 years and I
don’t recall having 4 con-
secutive days of better sail-

ing conditions than we ex-
perienced on Lake Michigan
for the NACs. Fairly consis-
tent 15-20 mph breezes
with winds that were south-
ernly the first half of the re-
gatta shifting to northernly
the second half. The lump
the second half provided
some challenging conditions
where adjusting the driving
style was a must. I found
myself on day 3 in pointing
mode a number of times,
when pressing on the jib
would have been signifi-
cantly more efficient. This
was difficult for me, as I’m
the type who would consis-
tently rely on a higher, more
VMG mode of driving tech-
nique. After some consulta-
tion from my talented crew
members, day 4 saw me
with the bow down and ask-
ing the boat to convert
speed and keel lift into VMG.
I didn’t like it, but the boat
responded and our crew felt
better with the upwind re-
sults.

The Competitors

Sampson and Smith sailing -
what we all know as simply
217 - had an outstanding
regatta and after the first
race on day 3, I got that
funny feeling that this just

might be their week. By the
end of the day it looked prob-
able for them to win their first
NAC. By the end of race 10
on Monday morning, another
bullet for Portable Fun Box,
and it was pretty much a done
deal. It made me wonder if it
was really necessary to re-
mind Jeff Sampson to “make
sure you carry the ball with
two hands today and don’t
put it on the carpet” as we left
the dock for the final day of
racing.

Our chief measurer, Mike Eck-
stien, benefited from calling
on some of my old buddies
from Lake Erie, Jochen
Grocke, Teddy Pinkerton and
Steve Sacket to join his crew.
They were very fast and Team
Iball felt fortunate to hold
them off for second and third
respectfully. Bruesewitz,
Plonus, and Strilky all showed
moments of speed and bril-
liance but didn’t quite have
the consistency of the top 3
teams. I did note the top
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three teams in the regatta
sailed all 11 races without a
double digit finish.

The People:

There was some conversa-
tion on land about the over-
all health of the T-Ten Class.
Both positive and some
negative comments were
openly discussed the night
of the national meeting. If I
could summarize the conver-
sations, more class building
and less focus on the NAC
are our most important an-
nual issues. Sometimes I

feel the class operates as
three separate market seg-
ments and not as a class as a
whole. I would really like to
see a significant effort made
to improve the continuity be-
tween Chicago, Detroit, and
Lake Erie. In an effort to
demonstrate the importance
of this goal, the class officers
decided to keep the current
officers intact and in their
existing position for 2008. We
believe this will allow the
class officers the opportunity
to get things done and work
together as cohesive team. I

think it’s a good first step to
building some class unity.

The 2008 class officers are
as follows:

 Leif Sigmond, President,

 Scott Irwin, VP

 Stan Mehaffey, Secre-
tary

 Dave Tritsch, Teasuer

 Mike Eckstein, Chief
Measurer

In Closing

Over the years I have been

T-10 North Americans continued:

competitive racing for all skill levels. I
encourage you to travel to Mentor in
’09 and meet some of your fellow T-10
enthusiasts.

Past President and Chief Measurer,
Mike Eckstein, has done an out-
standing (and thankless) job of revis-
ing the class rules to incorporate the
re-build guide. The rules can be found
on our web site and the plan is to up-
date them as needed. I invite you all
to review our rules and direct any
questions to Mike.

One of our goals for the future is to
make the national association valu-
able for ALL members, not just racing
members. We plan on accomplishing
this by reaching out to existing active
fleets as well as not so active fleets.
Our membership is already
strong with active racers.
We would like to attract
membership from owners
and crew that may only
race locally or possibly use
their T-10’s for cruising.

As our boats grow older,
some T-10’s will obviously
be “retired”. As this hap-
pens, we would like to

From the Class President

The 2008 season is basically
wrapped up here in Chicago. As

we prepare for the long Mid-Western
Winter, I wanted to let you all know
what we have accomplished this year
and what our goals are for next near.

First, at the annual meeting, the fleet
voted to maintain the current officers
for another year. In the past, we have
followed the tradition that the new
president should be from whichever
local fleet was hosting the NAC.

This year, the feeling was that continu-
ity would be a good thing. In addition
to the past officers being re-elected,
Ted Mahoney was elected as our na-
tional fleet captain, a position that had
been vacant until Ted’s election. As
fleet captain, Ted will focus on build-
ing and promoting the T-10 class. So
far, Ted has been doing a wonderful
job. Indeed, he has been one of the
biggest motivators for the re-
publication of Ten Speed.

The NAC this year was hosted by the
Chicago Corinthian Yacht Club. The
regatta was well attended and well
run. Next year the NAC will be hosted
by Mentor. I know they are already
planning big things. For those of you
who have not attended the NAC, I can
tell you first hand that there is fun and

involved in a number of one
design sailing classes. Per-
haps growing up with the
Robert’s family of Harbor
North Marina in Huron Ohio
where I was introduced to T-
Ten at a early age, something
clicked and I have settled in
on calling the T-Ten Class my
home. Great people and a
unique one-design boat con-
tinue to having me want to
come back for MORE.

Enjoy your winter and see you
in Mentor next summer.

keep track of where the existing boats
are and who owns them. Generally, in
2009, we will strive to be an associa-
tion that continues to promote not just
T-10 racing, but the boat in general.

Finally, thorough the efforts of Steve
Fink and Darren Beck (and maybe
others that I am forgetting), we were
able to formerly re-incorporate the
association. We are working on col-
lecting old issues of Ten Speed and
old board minutes so that we can or-
ganize them and keep them all in one
place. If you have a collection of
these, or know someone who does,
please let us know.

Stay to windward,
Leif Sigmond (Norboy #183)
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2008 North Americans Results

Thanks To The 2008 North American Sponsors
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typically 9-12 boats on the line for the
races. The course is a relatively short wind-
ward / leeward with .75 to 1 mile legs to
keep the racing close. Local knowledge
comes into play in the late summer light air
evenings, testing everyone's memories for
weather trends.

“Sometimes it gets light and shifty.” said
Bret Tigges, who crews on his brother’s
boat Hot Commodity. “Not that the races
are that long, but it really pays to keep up
on your shifts.” Hot Commodity finished
the season in 3rd place overall out of 14 T-
10’s.

All the crews had a lot of fun testing their
starting line skills, when three practice
starts were added to the program. "It's
amazing to see everyone pushing the line,
when they know it's just practice." said Jeff
Sampson, who brought the idea forward
and often assists the PRO for the prac-
tices. "It just makes everybody better, and

Lake St. Clair—Weekday Racing Going Strong

Americians, T-10s and LS-10s did 19 races-
all in heavy air, in front of the most beautiful
skyline in the world.

That skyline provided a backdrop for a terrific,
well attended North American Championship.
The regatta was held at the Chicago Corin-
thian Yacht Club for the first time. The club
enthusiastically hosted the sailing as it was
the largest regatta it had ever put on. Visiting
boats were craned directly into the harbor.
The club provided facilities for visitors and
home teams, alike. And, of course, the racing
was fast and competitive.

Not 4 days later, the fleet raced to St. Joseph,
Michigan; enjoyed Saturday in that fine resort
town, and raced the 60 miles back to Chi-
cago, the fleet having decided not to go to
Michigan City, this year. It remains to be
seen if this will be a new tradition.

In the meantime, the Board for fleet 2 strug-
gled with the continuing effort to maintain the

one design integrity of the class. Man-
dated by the National Board, the Chicago
fleet tried to efficiently weigh, measure and
inspect all boats. A load cell was pur-
chased and, by trial and error, was inte-
grated into a program of measurement.
This would not have been possible except
for Steve Knoop, Steve Karstrand, Darren
Beck, Tim Snyder and others who donated
their invaluable time and expertise in ac-
complishing a thankless job. It’s tough
being the policeman. If the Board has re-
solved itself to do one thing this year, it is

Chicago—Fleet Racing

The Chicago Tartan Ten fleet, Fleet No.
2, continues to be one of the most
active fleets of T-10s and LS-10s sail-

ing, anywhere. The summer of 2008 brought
new boats, class mainstays and new crew out
for exiting racing with one of the busiest rac-
ing schedules in years.

In Chicago, T-10’s are used in different ways
by different owners. While there is a very
busy racing schedule, we have Chicago boats
that are used for day-sailing, family activities
and just plain fun!

This year saw the T-10s again put more boats
on the line at the NOOD in June than any
other fleet. Racing was exiting as the air this
year seemed more frequently heavy. After
the NOOD in June, we participated with a
section of 34 boats in the 100 th running of
the Chicago to Mackinac Yacht Race. August
brought the Verve Cup, then the T-10 North
Americans, followed right by the Bi-State. In
11 days, between the Verve and the North
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The Detroit T-10 fleet has kept a
strong group of racers on the water
over the years. Its Thursday evening

race series has been a big part of their
success. The Thursday night series is a 10
race series which has been running con-
tinuously since 1978. Although there have
been some declines in weekend racing
activity, the Thursday night participation
has been going strong and continues to
bring people into the fleet.

The key to this is a fun, quick, evening
race, run by a dedicated race committee in
a central location on the lake. It's common
for everyone and their crews to gather for a
burger and a few beers afterwards and
rehash the action on the racecourse.

The series consists of a 5 race spring se-
ries and a 5 race summer se-
ries. Competition is usually pretty tight for
the overall series standings.

Although the competitors vary, there are

helps everyone with their starting
skills. All the crews seemed to have a lot
of fun with it."

At the conclusion of the series, the fleet
holds a barbeque for all the crews and
their families on the lawn of the Crescent
Sail Yacht Club. The close racing, cama-
raderie, and fun is what keeps the Fleet
going strong.

“ Of course, the racing was fast
and competitive.”

Fleet Spot Lights



W e did this procedure suc-
cessfully in about two
hours without problems

with four people. Try to choose a calm
day without waves or excessive wind.
The lower the dock the easier to re-
cover the rudder from the water. Tie
up with some working room on the
dock at the stern. It will require one
swimmer in the water with a life vest
although I suppose it could be possi-
ble to do it without a swimmer using
poles and boat hooks and weights to
hold rudder in a vertical position.

While the rudder is supposed to float
it can sink because of water in the
core that can ruin its neutral buoy-
ancy. Also, I think the change in
schedules to the shaft may have
changed the original buoyancy of the
rudder. Finally, the post is the heavy
end so that the rudder may want to
upend itself in the water. Imagine
wrestling a greased pig while swim-
ming.

On Hull# 132 there was a retaining
bolt into the post through a horizontal
cutout in the fiberglass shaft inside
the hull. I think this build schedule
definitely varied during production
because I have seen boats without
the retaining bolt. This retaining bolt
could have been an aftermarket
modification since Hull# 132 broke
its original rudder back in the 1980s.
Also, make sure that the holes in the
rudder cap will match up will the
holes in the new rudder, as the caps
do vary in design and this might not
work.

Harken rudder bearings notes- Bear-
ings on Hull# 348 have 4 small align-
ment grub screws that hold the rud-
der post firmly in the bearing which
will need to be loosened with an allen
wrench to allow the rudder to come
out smoothly. Be careful if you have a
lower rudder bearing as it may only
be held in place with friction and
could drop out when the rudder shaft
comes out.

Suggested Tools

 Lifevest

 Latex gloves

 Socket wrenches

 Box and open ended
wrenches

 Three long lines

 Hemastat or needle nose
pliers

 Broom handle

 Main halyard

 Water proof grease

 Paper towels

 Two nuts

 Two flat washers

 Wood dowel or Threaded
stud (3/8” ?) with length
flush or slightly less than
flush with outside diameter
of post (2 7/8” ?)

Steps

1. Tie a sling around rudder with two
horizontal loops and one vertical
loop. Bottom horizontal loop is on the
rudder about one foot from the bot-
tom of the blade. Top horizontal loop
is about one foot from the top. Verti-
cal loop goes around the bottom and
top of the rudder as tight as possible
to avoid slippage. Rig with a control
line on either side of rudder toward
the top of the blade running up to the
stern cleats. Bitter ends of control
lines must be long enough to allow
rudder to drop out. This sling can be
tied with one continuous line using a
gift wrapping technique.

Goal is to create a sling to hold the
rudder during removal and installa-
tion to avoid its sinking and allow
easy recovery of rudder onto land.
Alternatively, a large rectangular milk
crate could be rigged with lines and
weighted to sink and used to capture

the bottom of the rudder blade and then
looped near the top of the rudder and
snugged over the top of the rudder. If you
are replacing the rudder, use the extra to
rig the sling on land and then install it on
the rudder on the boat.

2. Check to see that the retaining bolt is
in place

3. Remove tiller

4. Remove rudder cap.

5. Push a loose loop of line inside the
post and then install threaded stud in
thru bolt holes for the cap

6. Install two nuts and two washers on
the threaded bolt inside the rudder post
with the washers against the inside of
the post. Position nuts on stud to hold it
in place flush on both outside surfaces of
rudder post diameter. If the stud is not
flush the post will not be able to slide out
of the sleeve. Alternatively you could just
use a wooden dowel driven into place

7. Attach a 20’ messenger line to
threaded bolt. Attach other end of mes-
senger line to the main halyard.. Make
sure you have enough line to run down
the sleeve and allow removed rudder to
be hauled out of the water. Additionally,
your main halyard shackle may not fit
inside the sleeve. This line may get
greasy so do not use a line you want to
keep clean.

8. Remove retaining bolt from rudder.

9. Press down on the top of the post. If
rudder does not move, insert broom han-
dle into post and tap with a hammer to
drive it down. Avoid hammering on top of
the post itself because flaring the steel
edges could cause the rudder to jam in
the sleeve and could make reinstallation
into the sleeve difficult and installation of
the cap difficult. The rudder should come
out easily and slowly drop out by its own
weight.

10. Retrieve rudder to the dock with the
aid of sling and the swimmer. The post is
very greasy so wear gloves as needed.
The blade will want to float and the post

In Water Rudder Replacement on a T-Ten
Stock Rudder and No Aftermarket Rudder Bearings
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Adding Value to T-Ten
Membership
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A s the new National Fleet Cap-
tain of the T-Ten Class, I
along with the other officers

have a goal of improving the Class
and adding value to your member-
ship.

We are meeting over the winter to
make changes. In order to do this,
we need to get your input on what
you would like from the Class in or-
der to make your membership valu-
able to you as an owner of a T-Ten.

Some of the ideas are:

 Bring back TENSPEED newslet-
ter

 Bring back “Dr. Tenspeed” to
answer repair and maintenance
questions

 Distribute the minutes from
Class meetings

 Improve the website to offer
more how to information, racing
schedules, links to regattas,
fleet information, archived TEN-
SPEEDS, tuning guides, rebuild
assistance etc.

 T-Ten logo apparel – hats, shirts
etc. at a reasonable price

 Negotiate discounts with suppli-
ers of parts and accessories

 Support at local boat shows –
videos, brochures etc.

 T-Ten specific seminars – work
with sail makers and coaches

These are just some of the ideas
submitted for discussion. Please
give us your input on what will make
the membership valuable to you.

Send your comments to Ted

Mahoney:

mahonetd@roadrunner.com

or at 216-548-9975

Fleet 19 was once again
instrumental in hosting
physically disabled children
in Cleveland’s Youth Chal-
lenge program for their
Annual Regatta at Edge-
water Yacht Club in July.
About a dozen boats par-
ticipated (more than half of
which were Tartan 10s) in
the Youth Challenge Re-
gatta. Special thanks to

Cleveland Yacht Club’s Chuck Gustafsen who
organized and recruited boats to be used in
the event.

Youth Challenge offers year-round adapted
sports and recreational programming through-
out the Greater Cleveland area to children with
such disabilities as muscular dystrophy, cere-

bral palsy, spina bifida, and hearing or
sight impairments. Participants are
paired up at each program with a teen-
age volunteer who is trained to work and
play with a disabled child. Each year,
participants visit Edgewater Yacht Club
and are grouped together with the avail-
able sail boats for an afternoon cruise
behind the break wall down to the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame and back.

We look forward to hosting our friend’s
from Youth Challenge next July.

Cleveland—Youth Challenge

will want to sink.

11. Repeat Steps 1, 5,6, and 7 before
reinstalling the rudder.

12. Grease post on rudder before rein-
stallation.

13. Put rudder into the water and take
up slack on main halyard. Use control
lines and swimmer to position the rudder
in a vertical position. One person should
look down the post to direct the position-
ing. Keep the halyard tensioned. This
procedure is similar to installing a trans-
mission in a car in that alignment is the
key. Don’t force it, just keep it tensioned,
when it is aligned it will slide in easily
and smoothly.

14. Install retaining bolt.

15. Cleat off control lines to the stern
cleats to hold the rudder in place. Re-
move main halyard carefully checking to
make sure that the rudder does not drop
out again.

16. Remove threaded stud.

17. Reinstall rudder cap and tiller.

18. Remove sling from rudder blade

Submitted by:

Darren Beck, Chicago

In Water Rudder Replacement Continued

C leveland Harbor Fleet 19 just com-
pleted a week of promoting one de-
sign sailing and the T-Ten at the Cleve-
land Boat Show.

2008 was the third year that members of the
fleet manned a booth. Flyers, pictures and
videos which included a slide show of the
boat, 2007 NAC and 2006 / 2007 Chicago
Clinic helped draw interest. The promotion
produced a number of prospective owners
and crew for fleet members.

T-Ten Booth at the Cleveland Boat Show



bly.” Many of the best T10 sailors will sail with
exceptionally soft lower shrouds and will look for
mast “sag” at the spreaders (looking up the sail
track).

Sail Set-up

The high-aspect sail plan of the T10 and heavy all-
up weight makes the boat a challenge in the light
winds. All of our sailmaking contributors were
quick to point out that you NEVER want to overtrim
your sails. Mike Considine from UK-Halsey in Chi-
cago said, “Constant adjustment to the main and
jib is mandatory...immediate reaction/adjustment
is required in both sail trim and helm when the
boat goes through the wind ranges.” Being sure
that you have a good line of communication be-
tween trimmers is important as well. Skip Dieball
of Quantum Sails Toledo adds, “...we always have a
clear line of communication between our trimmers,
helmsman and tactician. It is incredibly important
that we are all on the same page and in the same
gear.”

Setting up the main is particularly tough and some-
times varies from boat to boat, but as a good rule
Mike Boston points out, “we set the traveler high
on the seat back and ease the main so that the
upper tell-tale stalls only once in a while.” Perry
Lewis of North Sails Midwest adds, ‘you have to
play the mainsheet aggressively depending on the

wave action and TWS (True wind speed).”

Setting up the jib is equally important. You
should start by having tape marks on your
spreaders. This allows the jib trimmers to gauge
(consistently) their jib trim position. In the light-
est of winds, however, it is rare to be inside the
spreader tip. Mike Boston points out that “...set
their jib with a soft halyard, leads pushed for-
ward and the trim is usually aiming at the tip of
the spreader.”

The other area that you want to make certain
that you have a good grasp is the battens you
have in your sails. Skip Dieball points out, “I
recall working with Andy Horton (of Luna Rossa
fame) when he was trimming T10 main at the
Cleveland NACs. He wanted the stiffest battens
we had in stock.” The stiffer the battens, the
more twist you can induce when you ease your
sheets. This works in both the main and the jib
(top battens).

T10 Tips from the Sailmakers—Making your 10 go in the light winds and chop!
The heart of the T10 class is situated in the Mid-
western USA. What that essentially means is that
we all have sailed a time or two in the light winds.
The T10, inherently, is starved for power under 10
knots, but it is these conditions that sometimes
separates the fleet.

There are 4 major categories that our Sailmaking
contributors identified as areas that make the T10
go in the light airs: Rig Set-up, Sail Set -up, Weight
placement and Driving Techniques.

Rig Set-up

In general, the T10 Rig is somewhat simple. A
forestay that is controlled by max length, Cap
Shrouds and lowers and an adjustable backstay.
The thing that makes the T10 fun from a tuning
perspective is that the spreaders and shrouds are
swept/offset. This means that the shroud tensions
have a tremendous impact on the prebend of the
mast, how the mast sets in column and tension on
the forestay. “On Team 217, we always sail in light
winds with a very loose rig tune”, says Mike Boston
from North Sails Detroit. By setting up your rig
looser, you are allowing the forestay to soften,
which adds power to the jib. Tac Boston from
Quantum Sails Chicago continues, “...with a deck-
stepped rig, you have an opportunity to add power
to the mainsail by softening the lowers considera-
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Closing—recognize the wind & race course!

Wally Cross from Quantum Sails in Detroit sent a
great contribution. It dealt with making sure that
you recognize the breeze and sail for it. He
stated, “Make sure before you tack it is a change
in the wind direction and not just a change in the
wind speed. If you are headed, ask yourself;
“did the wind speed drop, stay the same or in-
crease?” If the wind speed dropped, the change
in course is the result of less apparent wind. If it
stayed the same or increased, tack.

Al Declercq from Doyle Sailmakers in Detroit also
said that much of the success in lighter winds
had to do more with Race Course Management.
Al said, “You simply need to get a free lane
where you can put the bow down and go for
speed. You will end up tracking almost as high
as the guys that are sailing higher while at the
same time motoring out on the fleet. This is true
of most boats but particularly true in a T-10.”

Sailing the T10 in light winds takes a lot of con-
centration on rig, sails, weight, driving and of
course managing the wind and your position on
the race course.

Thanks to the T10 sailmaking partners for pro-
viding some light air insight.

Sailmaker’s Corner….Mike Boston, Mike Considine, Tac Boston, Wally Cross, Skip Dieball, Perry Lewis, Greg Koski, Richard Wilber, Al Declercq, Greg F isher

-Continued from above

Crew Weight

In general, you want to keep your crew weight to-
gether and centered. Richard Wilber from Sobstad
Sailmakers suggests, “..it is very important to keep
the crew weight as close together as possible to
minimize hobby-horsing. When no hiking is re-
quired, a few bodies below over the keel helps.”
Mike Considine adds, “Keel sitting, or ‘dogs in the
house’, may be required.” Greg Fisher from North
Sails in Annapolis added, “In light lumpy conditions
try to keep the crew weight as low and close to the
deck as possible. Not only is windage reduced but
the balance of the boat is greatly improved when
the weight is low and close to the balance point of
the boat.

Driving Techniques

The T10 hates to change direction in a hurry, no
matter what the condition. The pain of rudder
movement is often magnified in the lightest of
winds. For that reason, it is important to have good
communication with all teammates in order to
minimize the rudder movements. Weight place-
ment to leeward often helps the boat head up into
the wind. Weight to windward allows the boat to
fall off. All this translates into speed.

Upwind driving is tough when a boat is starved
for power. All of our contributors noted that
footing was better than pinching. The constant
theme from everyone was that you need to be up
to full speed before you even think about point-
ing. Mike Boston points out, “We never pinch
the boat. We often sail low enough that the
boat. We often sail low enough that the outside
telltales dance almost all the time.” Perry Lewis
added, ‘Scott had never been comfortable trying
to point as high as some other successful T10
sailors. He likes to ‘put the pedal down and
rumble’.” Mike Considine said, “Speed is essen-
tial above all. Don’t consider pointing until you
are at full speed.’ Skip Dieball continues, ‘It is
one of the most awkward feelings, but it is es-
sential to getting around the race course fast.
Putting the bow down to get the boat to target
faster is paramount.”



2009 North Americans Update
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Its never too late for Vacation Planning, so mark
your calendars!

The 2009 NA dates are August 7th-11th

The practice race will be 7th with regatta dates
are Saturday, Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.
(8,9,10 & 11th)

To learn more about what the club has to pro-
vide, the link is www.mhyc.us

Launching and mast stepping will be on site!!
There will be plenty of parking at MHYC. More
details are currently in the works and we will be

lifeline tension - they should not be
drooping to the deck. The only ex-
ception to this is the bow pulpit. By
it's nature it extends outside the
sheer of the bow; but this is not pro-
hibited by the rules. To check this,
hang a plumb-bob from the top of
the stanchion and made sure the
string contacts the hull at the sheer-
line.
As you work on your boat, go through
it and do a quick measurement of all
the key items. Forestay attachment
and forestay length, 1/4 inch width
on the trailing edge of the keel and
rudder. It is the owner's responsibil-
ity that their boat is in compliance
with all the rules. If you want to
make any type of modification to
your boat, and are unsure of the le-
gality under the rules, request a rul-
ing before proceeding. Please re-
member that the Class Rules, how-
ever complete, cannot anticipate
every possible situation, which may
arise. It should be assumed that any-
thing, which is not specifically per-
mitted, is specifically prohibited until
a written ruling by the Chief Meas-
urer has been obtained.

The local measurers and myself are
here to help everyone remain in
compliance with the rules. Please
use us this way. If you have a ques-
tion, ask. It is everyone's responsi-
bility within the class to continue to
make our boats and equipment as
level as possible.

Here's looking forward to another
great year of T-10 racing!

W e have some important
progress to make as a
class this year. We have

gained a solid footing with the rules
updates to control rebuilding efforts.
These updates ensure that the T-10
class will continue to enjoy level and
competitive racing, but we need to
maintain our efforts to keep the
class as level as possible.

Many are concerned about the issue
of boat weights. Please be assured
that with a little effort on everyone's
part at the NAC, this really should
not be an issue. The class has pur-
chased a new electronic scale, and
looking into acquiring the ability to
make center point lifts available for
people to use. Based on our experi-
ence in other fleets, this is a straight-
forward process and should not pre-
sent an issue. The weighing proce-
dure is available on the class web-
site. Once weighed, boats to not
have to be re-weighed unless modifi-
cations are made to which would
effect the displacement.

Another item we will need to pay
attention to this year are stanchions
and lifelines. Our class rules indi-
cate that stanchions must be inside
the sheer (they cannot angle out-
board), and that the lifelines must be
taut. Unfortunately, we have had
several owners push these rules,
and they now require special atten-
tion. Check your stanchions this
spring and make sure they are not
outside the sheer, and check your

From the Chief Measurer:

PRESIDENT Leif Sigmond
Riverwoods , IL

(H) 847-236-1863
lrsigmond@norboy.com

PAST PRESIDENT & CHIEF MEASURER
Mike Eckstein

St. Clair Shores, MI
248-762-8267

eckstein.mike@gmail.com

VICE PRESIDENT Scott Irwin
Maumee , OH

(H) 419-866-8660/ (W) 419-794-2501
sirwin@aktion.com

FLEET CAPTAIN Ted Mahoney
University Heights, OH

(H) 216-321-0275 / (C) 216-548-9975
mahonetd@roadrunner.com

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY Stan Mehaffey
Chicago, IL

312-316-6930
stan@smehaffey.com

TREASURER David Tritsch
Columbus, OH

(H) 614-488-6797 / (W) 614 -308-1164
ttriten@aol.com

2008-09 Class Officers
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For those of us that showed up to the
regatta by trailer, it was a special treat
being able to launch right there at Mon-
trose Harbor.

A special Thanks!

Deadlines & Future additions

The Class Officers have committed to produc-
ing 3 TenSpeed Newsletters throughout the
calendar year. We’ll have a Spring, Summer
and Fall editions that will highlight class activ-
ity both on the race course and throughout
the harbors. Please help by providing us with
an article from your fleet and/or experiences
with the T10. This issue has been in the
works for several months. We want the Ten-
Speed to be something you read again and
again and it can only happen consistently
with your help. Production deadlines will be
as follows:

-Spring—March 1st

-Fall—September 1st

-Winter—January 15th

Classifieds will be implemented into future
editions. These will be coordinated with the
Webmaster. Only current classifieds will be
placed. Additionally, we’ll be supplying infor-
mation from those vendors that support the
T10 Class on a regular basis.

Class Rules on the Website

Please be aware that the Class Officers will
be making changes to the website throughout
the winter. The Class Rules are always cur-
rent and you are encouraged to stay familiar
with them!

Your Communication—www.tten.com and TenSpeed

A popular TenSpeed column in years past has been the Dr. TenSpeed feature. This
area is dedicated to your questions about T10s. Engines, core issues, keel fairing,
sail trim, aftermarket parts vendors, etc. The T10 community is always willing to
share their expertise and this is your opportunity to get some of those tough ques-
tions answered.

Simply submit your questions to your TenSpeed editors and we’ll do the rest. The
TenSpeed email address is: tenspeed343@gmail.com. Please put in the subject
line Dr. TenSpeed.

Bringing back Dr. TenSpeed

The editorial staff at the TenSpeed would
like to extend our thanks to Darren Beck
and his team of volunteers at the Chi-
cago Corinthian Yacht Club for a fantas-
tic 2008 NAC regatta. Knowing how
difficult is it to put on such an event, we
surely appreciate his efforts and the
efforts of those that were involved.
Thanks too to Stan Mahaffey and
www.tten.com for all the great pictures!

The event was run well by the Race
Committee as well. Few take sailboat
racing as serious as the folks at CCYC.
Fair courses and many races...that’s
the formula that we all want and they
did a superb job.



2009 T-10ClassAssn. MembershipApplication
Data Base Update and Registration

Name: ____________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________

City: _____________________ State: ____ Zip: ___________

Home Phone: _______________________

Work Phone: _______________________

Mobile Phone_______________________

Email: ____________________________________________

Boat Name: ________________ Hull No._____ Sail No._______

Fleet / Port: _________________________
Check one:

____ Regular Member $50 (Boat Owner / Voting Partner*)
____ Associate Member $20 (Crew, non-boat owners)

____ Non-member Boat Owner & Non voting Partners
(Free – just help us keep our data base up to date)

*Please include the data for each partner

Note: Partners driving in first leg of NAC races must be paid regular members 30 days
prior to NAC.

Paid Members and Partners will be posted on Web Site Membership Roster.

Make checks payable to the T-10 Class Association and Mail to:

Stan Mehaffey

2043 N. Mohawk St. 2S

Chicago, IL 60614
Phone:312-316-6930

stan@smehaffey.com



Pictures compliments of

tten.com. There are TONS

more pictures from this years

NAC’s on

the site.

Check them Out!


